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� Successful animal breeding requires

1. the collection and storage of data on 

individually identified animals
2. complete pedigree information about the 

sire and dam of each animal
3. appropriate statistical methods and 

computing hardware

Overview of 
Animal Breeding

Without these pieces of information little genetic 

change can be made in a population

 All animals within a herd should be recorded 

without any selection

� How animals should be weighed and measured

� What ages

� and so on

It is somewhat important to compare cattle records between 
countries, and this is made possible when countries follow 

the similar data recording procedures

Ideal Data Recording
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� Animal breeders analyze the data to estimate

the breeding values of individual animals in a

population using statistical linear models

� Animals are ranked on the basis of EBV, and

the better animals are mated together, and the

rest are culled (i.e. not allowed to mate)

What to do with information

� Animals are usually evaluated for several traits

and these are weighted by their relative

economic values allowing for the heritability of

each trait and the genetic correlations among

the traits

What to do with information

� An EBV incorporates data from

� records on the animal

� information on the sire and dam of the animal

� information on all progeny of that animal

� At the same time, effects due to many factors

need to be removed during the estimation

� herd

� year of birth

� age of the animal ……………

Estimated breeding values

� Consider a single gene locus, call it locus A

� Let the genotype of a sire be A1A2 and

genotype of a dam be A3A4

� A1, A2, A3, and A4are different alleles

� Each offspring inherits one of the two alleles

with equal probability (i.e. 0.5)

Mendelian Inheritance
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Mendelian Inheritance Mendelian Inheritance

If one allele was lethal, then 1/4 progeny expected not to 

survive, and 2/3 surviving offspring carriers lethal allele

� Mendelian inheritance is assumed to occur at

every locus in the genome

� Molecular geneticists have estimated that there

are between 30,000 and 60,000 gene loci in the

genome

� The number of alleles at each locus varies from 2

to 30 or more

The Infinitesimal Model

� Assume, only two alleles at each locus, that gives

3 possible genotypes at each locus

� If assume only 30,000 gene loci and all of the

gene loci are independent

⇒ Number of possible genotypes (considering all

loci simultaneously) 330000

⇒which is larger than the number of animals in

the world, to give the illusion of an infinite

number of loci

The Infinitesimal Model
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� Genetic evaluation models typically assume that

there are an infinite number of loci affecting each

trait

=>quantitative trait loci or QTL.

The goal is to estimate the combined effect of all

loci for each trait on each animal (Each locus is

assumed to have a relatively small effect)

The Infinitesimal Model

� Today researchers are trying to find individual loci

that have large effects on traits

�These loci are called major genes

�There could be up to 10 such loci for each trait

The Infinitesimal Model

� The infinitesimal model is still the main tool for

genetic evaluation because:

�Costs of genotyping animals for major genes or

markers close to major genes are still pretty high

� expression of one particular gene may be major,

but it could be influenced by genes at other loci

The Infinitesimal Model

� Interactions of major gene on loci affecting

other traits are not completely understood

� Studies about the magnitude of effects of

major genes require EBV from usual genetic

evaluation

=>infinitesimal model, data recording, pedigree

monitoring, and statistical methods, need for

many years to come

The Infinitesimal Model
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�    Genetic evaluation is concerned with the additive

influence of each allele

� Suppose there is a gene locus that contributes

to the growth of animals (weight at birth)

� Assume A1, contributes 50 gr

A2, contributes 30 gr

A3, contributes 5 gr

� The value of different genotypes can be

determined as below

Types of Gene Action Types of Gene Action

�    Another type of gene action, dominance

� Dominance occurs when there is an additional

effect on a trait resulting from the particular

combination of alleles

For example, A1 occurs with A2 in a genotype

there is an additional 10 grams of weight

Instead of a genetic effect of 80 grams, the total

genetic value is 90 grams

Types of Gene Action
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�    Another type of gene action, Epistasis

� An interaction between different loci caused by

the particular genotype at one locus interacting

with a particular genotype at another locus

Example:

when A1A2 occurs with B4B8

there is a loss of 7 grams in weight

Types of Gene Action

�    In genetic evaluation, only additive

genetic effects are assumed to exist

� Dominance and epistatic effects are

assumed to be negligible

� Genetic evaluation is based upon what is

transmitted from parent to offspring

� only additive genetic effect

� infinitesimal model and sum of additives

Types of Gene Action

Animal Identification

� Animals with unique identified Nr.

� Birth-date & IDs of Sire & Dam

�Errors in identification => 

lower estimates of genetic variability

biased genetic evaluations

Animal Identification

� Identification is important for:

health and traceability concerning 

food safety for humans, which has 

become very important in recent 

years
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Animal Identification

� Number of generations to trace in pedigree

� estimation of breeding values

� inbreeding coefficients

� amount of genetic variability remaining

Animal Identification

� More generations => better analyses

� At least 3 generations back from data 

� sufficient for most genetic analyses

� Animals in pedigree with unknown parents

� base population and assumed under 

random mating

Data
� Data refers to traits of economic importance

� all variables influence the expression

� In dairy cattle main trait of importance

�milk/protein production

� successful selection for milk yield 

� correlated genetic responses in

�fertility

�health traits

Data

� Traits:

� observed and recorded variables 

associated with the productivity of animal

� Examples: milk yields number of eggs

weight of calves number of lambs

weight of fleece produced

conformation of the animal

reproductive efficiency

susceptibility to diseases

and others……..
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Data
� Information should be recorded on all 

animals within a contemporary group, not just 

on selected individuals

�Factors related to the observation should be 

recorded: age of the animal in recording

contemporary group

location(herd, province, country)

month of the year (seasonal effects)

breed of the animal

age of the dam

Breeding Objectives
� BO, function of the traits that breeder want 

to change

� BO, includes all of the traits that need 

improvement, even if no records on the traits

� Suppose five traits are identified as 

economically important

Breeding Objectives
�

v1 to v5 : relative economic values of traits

T1 to T5 : true (unknown) breeding values 

Breeding Objectives
� Suppose only the first 3 traits are 

recorded and trait 6(correlated to trait 5)

� The breeding objective is approximated

by an index:

w1 tow6: economic weights
EBVi: estimated breeding values
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Pathways of selection
� Selection emphasis can be applied differently 

to various ancestors

� Generally, fewer males for reproduction 

purposes than females

� More strict about their requirements for 

males than for females

Pathways of selection
� Only very best (top 1%) sires and dams to 

produce future sires

�Next females, will be offspring of sires in the 

top 25%  and of dams in the top 75% 

�Because nearly all females are kept for breeding 

Pathways of selection
� Figures vary depending on species,

but, always four pathways for selection:

Measurement of Genetic Change
� Genetic change measured to determine the 

success of a breeding program

� Genetic change estimated by averaging the 

EBVs of particular groups of animals

�For example: trend in all females with offspring 

by year of birth of the offspring
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Measurement of Genetic Change

� Slightly different trend in females born in a 

particular year (even never have progeny)

� Genetic trend in each pathway of selection

� Genetic trend must be carefully defined 

and interpreted

Breeding Strategies

� EBVs are used to determine which animals will 

be parents of the next generation

� To optimize genetic improvement, EBVs to 

determine which male to breed female

=> offspring have the highest possible 

average breeding value

Breeding Strategies

� Breeding strategies to maximizes genetic 

change under a certain set of conditions over the 

next few generations

� Breeding strategies require an understanding 

of the biology of the production system

Breeding Strategies

� These include:

Age at first breeding (for males and females)

Length of gestation

Number of animals born per mating

Times in the lifecycle when traits measure

Number of males and females for breeding

Generation interval

Length of productivity of an animal
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Breeding Strategies

� GI, average age of parents when a potential 

replacement progeny is born

�Shortening GI => faster genetic change

� GI depend on reproductive capacity

� technology allows the breeding value of an 

animal estimate earlier in life => shorten GI

� more offspring per mating

�use fewer males or females

� A mating system is a set of rules for mating 

animals in a production system:

� crossbreeding systems

� line-breeding

� Mating system may allocate females to 

breeding groups according to EBVs

�A mating system, a plan as part of overall 

breeding strategy

Mating System

� Due to the human genome mapping 

project, many livestock species are also 

having their genomes mapped

� Over 7 million single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in human genome, 

and soon, the same for cattle

� SNPs locate very closely to each other all 

throughout the genome

Genomic Selection

� Within a pair of adjacent SNPs,  0 to 100 

different genes affect a particular trait 

� For 10,000 animals, genotyping for 100,000 

SNPs => estimating additive genetic contribution 

of each adjacent pair of SNPs

Genomic Selection
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� Overall breeding value= sum of estimated 

effects for all pairs of SNPs in genome

�This is a new area of genetics

� The first genomic estimated breeding 

values in dairy cattle: August 2009

Genomic Selection

� Generation interval, significantly reduced 

because animals genotype at birth and 

genomic EBVs for many traits calculate

� How might breeding strategies be changed 

to maximize genetic change using GS? 

� This help to locate major genes, if  exist, so 

gene expression and gene function studies 

may be conducted

Genomic Selection


